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Abstract

Effects of drifts have been studied on high Mach flows near the X-point associated with the divertor plasma detach-

ment. Numerical calculations using a 2D edge plasma simulation code (the B2.5-EIRENE code) have been made for the

JT-60U W-shaped divertor geometry. In this article, we mainly focus our attention to the effect of E · B drift. The cases

with and without E · B drift in the partial detached state are compared. Due to the strong decrease of electron temper-

ature near the separatrix and the resultant radial electric field, poloidal E · B drift flows are observed in the simulation.

But the radial profiles of basic plasma parameters are not so much affected. In addition, simple model has been applied

to discuss the numerical results. Although the drifts possibly act as a parallel momentum source/sink, the effect on the

parallel flows is shown to be relatively small.
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1. Introduction

High parallel flows associated with plasma detach-

ment have been observed in several tokamak experi-

ments [1,2]. Large Mach flows up to Mach 1 or even

larger have been measured near the X-point away from

the target plate in these experiments (Henceforth, abbre-

viation �HMAD� will be used for such high Mach flows

associated with the detachment state). Recently, a

numerical simulation using B2-EIRENE code [3–5] has
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been done to clarify the physical mechanism of HMAD

[6]. In addition, comparison of numerical results with

experiments in JT-60U has been done, and the effects

of divertor geometry on HMAD were also studied [7].

Qualitative features of the radial profile of HMAD ob-

tained by the 2D simulations agree well with those by

the experiments, and divertor geometry has strong ef-

fects on the radial structure of HMAD. However, in

these analyses [6,7], the effects of drifts and current are

not taken into account. These effects possibly affect the

HMAD and the flow structure in the detached state in

the divertor region. The purpose of this study is to

clarify the effects of various drifts on HMAD. In this

article, we focus our main attention to the E · B drift

on HMAD.
ed.
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2. B2.5-EIRENE simulation

2.1. Numerical model

In order to take into account the effects of vari-

ous drifts and also currents in the edge plasma, the

B2.5-EIRENE code package [8] has been applied to

the analysis of JT-60U W-shaped plasmas. In the analy-

sis, neutral behavior has been simulated by kinetic neu-

tral transport code (EIRENE code [4,9]) instead of a

simple neutral fluid model, since the neutral transport

has an important role especially in the detachment

plasma.

Fig. 1 shows the numerical mesh generated from JT-

60U MHD equilibrium of shot #029623. This shot is a

typical of the large volume, L mode discharges for

JT-60U. The basic plasma parameters of this shot are

as follows: the plasma current Ip = 1.2MA, the toroidal

magnetic field Bt = 3.5T, and the effective safety factor

qeff = 4.4.
Fig. 1. The JT-60U geometrical configuration. (a) Numerical

grids for the analysis and the vacuum vessel and (b) zoom-in

view of the divertor region.
At the core interface boundary, bulk ion density and

the input power are fixed to be nD = 3.2 · 1019m�3 and

Qin = 2.5MW, respectively. The remaining conditions

are the same as those in Refs. [6,7].

2.2. Simulation results

In Fig. 2(a), negative electric field is observed close to

the separatrix near the X-point (along arrow in Fig. 1).

This is caused by the local decrease of electron temper-

ature associated with the partial detachment. This ten-

dency agrees well with experimental result [10] as

shown in Fig. 2(c). Particle flux density by E · B drift

due to this electric field is shown in Fig. 2(b). The

amount of the poloidal flux due to the E · B drift be-

comes about 30% of the poloidal projection of the par-

allel particle flux nvk. The direction is toward upstream

from the target plate as in the experimental result in

Fig. 2(d). Qualitatively these tendencies agree well with

the experiment.

In Fig. 3, the simulation results of the basic parame-

ters, such as (a) electron density, (b) electron tempera-

ture and (c) parallel Mach number, are plotted along

the arrow shown in Fig. 1. The circles and squares show

the results for the case without and with E · B drift,

respectively. The effect of E · B drift on the radial pro-

files of basic plasma parameters near the X-point is very

small. In both cases, electron temperature Te near the

separatrix is less than 5eV and this region becomes in

the partial detached state. As shown in Fig. 3(c), in this

detached region, the HMAD can be seen, i.e., the paral-

lel Mach number increases up to aboutM � 0.8. As was

discussed in Refs. [6,7], the driving mechanism of this

HMAD is explained as follows: (1) the decrease in Te to-

ward the target plate along the field line leads to

the clear separation of the ionization region near the

X-point and the momentum loss region in front of the

target plate. (2) static pressure drops in the ionization re-

gion mainly due to the rapid Te decrease along the field

line, while the total (static and dynamic) pressure is

being kept almost constant, and (3) dynamic pressure

mnv2k increases due to (1) and (2). Outside the partial

detachment region, Te is relatively high and the outer re-

gion is still in the attachment state. The Mach number in

this region is relatively low M � 0.2.
3. Simple model considerations

To understand simulation results, we discuss the

effects of drifts on parallel momentum balance by a

simple model. The simple model is basically the same

as that in Refs. [11,12]. The effect of diamagnetic drift

is also included. We use the coordinate system shown

in Fig. 1 for the (x,y)-plane and Fig. 4 for the (x,z)-

plane.



Fig. 2. The simulation results of (a) potential and (b) particle flux density due to the E · B drift, are plotted along arrow shown in Fig.

1. The experimental profile of (c) potential and (d) particle flux density under attached (closed square) and detached (open square with

cross) divertor condition are measured by reciprocating Mach probe, which scans from private flux region to low field side (LFS)

divertor plate just below the X-point. The arrow shown in Fig. 1 almost corresponds to scanning path of reciprocating Mach probe.
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3.1. Basic equations

The steady-state continuity equation and momentum

equation are given by

r � ðnvi;eÞ ¼ Sp; ð1Þ

mi;enðvi;e � rÞvi;e ¼ �rP i;e 	 enðE þ vi;e � BÞ
� mi;evi;eS

p þ Sm; ð2Þ

where mi,e are masses, Pi,e are pressure, E is electric field,

vi,e are fluid velocities, n is number density (we assume

n � ni � ne). Subscript i and e correspond to ion and

electron, respectively. The particle source from ioniza-

tion is denoted Sp, and Sm is the momentum sink by col-

lision with neutrals. The drift velocity in the radial

direction is derived from Eq. (2) as follows [11].

vy ¼ vEy þ vDy ;

where vEy ¼ � cos h
Ex

B
; vDy ¼ cos h

1

enB
oP
ox

; ð3Þ

where vEy and vDy are the E · B drift and the diamagnetic

drift velocity, respectively. Here, we have used the rela-

tion Pi � Pe � P/2 by assuming Ti � Te. Though Ti is

slightly higher than Te in the simulation result, the

assumption is almost valid. The electric field Ex can be

estimated from electron parallel momentum equation

as Ex � �(1/2en)(oP/ox).
On the other hand, for the perpendicular drift veloc-

ity, more precisely, for the velocity perpendicular

both to the magnetic field and the radial direction, we

have
v? ¼ vE? þ vD? ; where vE? ¼ Ey

B
; vD? ¼ � 1

enB
P
oy

: ð4Þ

Here, we assume that the radial electric field Ey =

�o//oy � �(o/oy)(kTe/e) near the separatrix. The simu-
lation results in Section 2.2 support this assumption.

From Eqs. (1)–(4), we can obtain the following paral-

lel momentum equation,

o

ox
mnv2k þ P
� �

¼ SE þ SD þ Sm; ð5Þ

where

SE;D ¼ o

oy

mnvkvE;Dy

sin h

 !
þ o

ox
mnvkv

E;D
?

tan h

 !
; ð6Þ

are the momentum sources/sinks due to the E · B drift

and the diamagnetic drift.

3.2. Effects of drifts on parallel momentum balance

In order to discuss the effects of drifts on the HMAD,

we compare the momentum source/sink term SE,D due

to the drifts in Eq. (6) with the driving force of the

HMAD, i.e., the pressure gradient �oP/ox near the

X-point. From Eq. (6), the ratios of the momentum

source/sink terms SE,D to �oP/ox are estimated to be,

CE ¼ � mvk
2eB tan h

1

ky
P

þ 1

ky
v

� �
� mvkk

x
P

2eBkx
T tan h

1

kx
v

� 1

kx
P

� �
;

ð7Þ

CD ¼ 2CE; ð8Þ



Fig. 3. The radial profiles of the basic plasma parameters are

plotted along the arrow shown in Fig. 1: (a) electron density, (b)

electron temperature and (c) parallel Mach number.

Fig. 4. The coordinate system used in the simple model.
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where kj
P; k

j
v; k

j
T ðj ¼ x; yÞ are the characteristic decay

length of pressure, parallel velocity and electron temper-

ature in the jth direction, respectively. Here, we have

used the relation oP=ox � �P=kx
P due to the negative

pressure gradient toward the divertor. The first term

and the second term in the RHS of Eq. (7) correspond

to the effect of the radial drift and the poloidal drift,

respectively.

From the simulation results close to the separatrix

near the X-point, i.e., inside the partial detachment

region, the parameters in Eq. (7) are roughly estima-

ted as, vk  104m/s, B  3.4T, h  0.02rad, and kj
P;

kj
v; k

j
T ðj ¼ x; yÞ is larger than at least a few centimeters.

Then, jCEj  0.08 and the effect of the E · B drift

on parallel momentum is very small. Whether the SE

plays a role as the parallel momentum source or sink

depends on the direction of the gradient of the basic

plasma parameters. Near the separatrix, CE < 0 and SE

becomes the parallel momentum sink. In fact, close to

the separatrix, the Mach number slightly decreases

with the effect of the E · B drift in the numerical

simulation.

On the other hand, outside the detached region, i.e.,

far from the separatrix, SE becomes momentum source,

because the gradients of the basic parameters are re-

versed as seen from Fig. 3. The Mach number in this re-

gion becomes slightly larger with the E · B drift than

without E · B drift in the simulation. However, the ef-

fect is also small.

From Eq. (8), the effect of diamagnetic drift on the

parallel momentum balance is estimated to be at most

two times larger than that by the E · B drift. Therefore,

the effect is also negligible on HMAD, at least, by the

present simple model without grad-B and Pfirsch-Schlü-

ter effect.
4. Summary and future study

To investigate the effects of the E · B drift on the

HMAD near the X-point, the B2.5-EIRENE simulation

has been done. Due to the strong radial decrease of Te
near the separatrix associated with the partial detach-

ment and the resultant electric field, large particle flux

by the E · B drift toward the upstream near the X-point

is observed as in the experiment in Ref. [10]. But, the ef-

fect of the E · B drift on the HMAD is shown to be

small. The HMAD (M � 0.8) is driven mainly by the

pressure gradient force along the field line due to

the partial detachment near the separatrix away from

the plates. To examine these simulation results, the ef-

fects of drifts on the parallel momentum balance were

estimated also by the simple model. Although drifts pos-

sibly act as parallel momentum source or sink near the

X-point, the effect on the HMAD is shown to be small

as in the numerical results.
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The Mach number outside the partial detached re-

gion away from the separatrix, still remains low and

M becomes at most M � 0.2 in the numerical simula-

tion. However, in the experiment in Ref. [10], relatively

high Mach flows with M � 0.5 are also observed in the

attached region. The numerical results presented here

cannot reproduce such tendency. The physical mecha-

nism, which drives relatively high Mach flow in the at-

tached region, is still an open question. The possible

causes are suggested by Refs. [10,13]. One of the possible

causes is the effect of $B drift and Pfirsch-Schlüter flow,

which is not taken into account in the present analysis.

As has been pointed out in Ref. [10], Pfirsch-Schlüter

effect possibly drives the relatively high Mach flow at

mid-plane SOL, where the relatively large $Ti exists.
This relatively high Mach flow at the mid-plane SOL

possibly affects the flow near the X-point. Simulations

with these effects are now underway.
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